The sign of the formation energy AH+ of a compound indicates if the low-temperature longrange order (LRO) 
I. INTRODUCTION
The structural properties of intermetallic systems are manifested both through low-temperature long-range order (LRO) and by high-temperature short-range order (SRO) which are measuredi by Bragg diffraction and diffuse scattering, respectively. In most cases LRO and SRO have the same underlying reciprocal-space symmetry, described in terms of composition waves of given wave vectors. For example, the classic system Cup 5Au05 crystallizes at low temperatures in the Llo LRO structure which can be described as a Cu/Au/Cu/Au. .. superlattice along the [001] direction. As this structure disorders at higher temperatures () 680 K), the x-ray diffuse scattering 4 exhibits peaks with a (001) wave vector, indicative of SRO with the same wave vector symmetry as LRO. Indeed, the coincidence of the wave vector symmetries of LRO and SRO is so prevalent in the experimental literature on intermetallic alloys ' ' and in its standard theoretical interpretation (the Krivoglaz-Clapp-Mossy s mean-field theory) that any reported exceptions'io creates signi6cant interest.
Such are the cases of Pd3V and Pt3V, where low-temperature LRO corresponds to a (120) superlattice (the DO22 structure) while hightemperature SRO peaks at (001) points. Solal et al. ii argued that this unusual behavior signals the breakdown of mean-field theory, while more recently, Wolverton et aL showed that if electronic excitations are included the stable LRO becomes a function of temperature; at the temperature where SRO is (001) type, the corresponding ordered L12 structure (ki, no = (001)) is actually lower in energy than the DO22 structure (k&8& = (120)). In this paper, we wish to present a simpler case where the wave vectors of LRO and SRO are di8'erent, namely, sys- tems where the global ground state corresponds to (incoherent) phase separation (i.e. , ki, +Q -(000) composition wave), yet coherent SRO corresponds to ordering tendencies (e.g. , a ksno = (001) wave). This duality does not convict with mean-field theory. We will show that it corresponds to physical systems which phase separate due to size-mismatch-induced volume-altering "elastic" energies, yet their constant volume "chemical" interactions (i.e., charge transfer and relaxation) favor ordering. We will contrast the case kLso P ksso with the conventional kr, no = ksno case. We describe here a quantitative model, based on first-principles localdensity calculations, illustrating compound-forming (Ni-V), phase-separating (Pd-Rh), and rriixed (Ni-Au) behaviors. In the first two cases, the wave vectors of LRO and SRO are identical: (1&0) in ¹V and (000) in Pd-Rh, in good agreement with the experiment.
We predict that the third case (Ni-Au) should exhibit a phase-separating ground state ((000) LRO) with ordering tendencies at higher temperatures ((00() SRO). This situation is analogous to the case of bulk-grown zinc-blende semiconductor alloys which are known to phase separate at low temperatures, i4 but are predictedis ir to exhibit (120) SRO 
The first term in the curly brackets is the "volume defor- 
where (II)~= (2x -1) "~a nd kf is the number of vertices
is not affected by volume deformation. (Table IV) , and so the interaction energies (Vf) extracted from it will be antiferromagnetic leading to an off-I' peak in SRO.
We have previously shown ' that a hypothetical, nonrelativistic description of Ni-Pt leads to type-II behavior and that most bulk-grown semiconductor alloys belong to this class 20, (22) (23) (24) We minimize the total energy with respect to both cell-internal and cell-external atomic degrees of &ee-dom, assuming V(z) = (1 -x)V~+ zV~. This relaxation leads to major changes in the interaction energy and atomic geometry. To test the importance of relaxation and the extent to which we describe it cor- 
Here a, q is the cubic lattice constant of material i, q ('&(G) Fig. 1(c 
